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Abstract: The modeling and numerical analysis of the magnetic loss inside components under multi-harmonic and/or 

DC-biasing excitations are increasingly of concern in large and special electromagnetic devices. This paper aims to investigate 

efficient and reliable approaches to determine the magnetic losses inside both the solid and laminated components under such 

extreme excitations. All the proposed approaches presented in the paper are experimentally validated. 
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1. Introduction 

Lately, there has been considerable focus on the modeling 

and prediction of the magnetic loss in electromagnetic 

devices, predominantly for the very high capacity and 

voltage level power equipment, operating under extreme 

excitations involving DC-biasing and/or multi-harmonic or 

PWM(Pulse Width Modulation) supplies [1-7]. 

However, the multi-scale nonlinear electromagnetic 

analysis and the related measurement of magnetic properties 

under such extreme excitations are quite challenging, 

additionally, making the validation of the modeling and 

numerical simulation very difficult, as compared to those 

under standard sinusoidal excitations or in the cases of 

lower capacity and voltage [8-9]. 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate efficient 

analysis and reliable experimental methods for evaluating 

the magnetic losses inside both the solid and laminated 

components in electromagnetic devices. The paper also 

addresses the working magnetic property modeling, and 

rigorous validation under extreme excitations, using the 

engineering-oriented test models and experimental setups 

with hybrid supply.  
 

2. Loss Determination under Extreme 

Excitation 

2.1. Modeling and Computation of Magnetic Loss 

In the modeling and computation of the magnetic loss 

inside the solid and laminated components based on 3-D 

transient field solution under extreme excitations, including 

multi-harmonics and/or DC-AC hybrid supply, there are a 

number of key treatments and simplifications, including: 1) 

control of the identity of the applied excitation conditions in 

the experiment with that used in the transient field modeling; 2) 

measurement of the working magnetic property under applied 

excitation, at different DC-bias levels and/or with different 

harmonic contents; 3) non-uniformity of both the magnetic 

field and loss inside the solid plate due to the considerable 

skin effect and the laminated core-frame, caused by the 

lamination-joints; 4) accurate computation of the exciting 

coil’s loss for the indirect determination of the magnetic loss 

in components; 5) comparison among different magnetization 

curves has shown that the DC magnetization curve can be 

practicably used in transient field analysis with hybrid 

excitation[10,11]; 6) for the laminated frame, if the induced 
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eddy currents caused by the flux normal to the laminations are 

rather weak, then the additional magnetic loss in the frame can 

be neglected. 

2.2. Indirect Determination of Magnetic Loss 

In general, the magnetic loss Piron inside components 

cannot be measured directly, but, it can be determined 

indirectly through the measured total loss, referred to as 

on-load loss, Pon-load, and another loss component generated in 

the exciting coils PE-coil. If the total loss has been measured, 

the problem is reduced to determining the loss in the air-core 

exciting coils specially designed for the purpose of the 

validation. 

In this way, three approaches for determining PE-coil in the 

exciting coils, mainly dependent on the excitation level and 

the complexity of the proposed models, have been developed 

and realized by the authors. 

1) Approach I 

In the case of a weak single sinusoidal excitation and a low 

rated frequency, the leakage flux linked with the exciting 

coils does not change considerably with or without 

electromagnetic components. Thus the exciting coil’s loss, 

without the electromagnetic components, can be directly 

measured, referred to as 'no-load' loss, PE-coil, and then Piron in 

the magnetic components can be determined, as shown in (1), 

componentsneticelectromagwithoutmeasuredcoilEloadoniron PPP −− −=   (1) 

2) Approach II 

In the case of a strong excitation, the effect of the magnetic 

components on the leakage flux of the exciting coils must be 

considered. However, it is possible to use flux compensation 

to effectively determine PE-coil. As an example, in a magnetic 

shield model, the exciting coils are located on one side of 

magnetic shield, which can be referred to as a high 

permeability plane with low eddy current reaction. In order to 

keep the leakage flux almost unaffected when the magnetic 

shield is removed, the compensatory coils, which have the 

completely same specifications as the exciting coils, are set 

up symmetrically on the other side of the high permeability 

plane [12]. 

The exciting coil’s loss is measured using the leakage 

magnetic flux compensation coils, referred to as C-coils, and 

then Piron in the magnetic components is determined, as 

shown in (2), 

coilCwithmeasured −
−−

−
+−= )
2

PP
(PP coilCcoilE

loadoniron    (2) 

where PE-coil and PC-coil are induced in E-Coil and C-coil 

respectively. 

3) Approach III 

In the case of extreme excitation, including DC-biasing 

and/or multi-harmonic, and when the test model has a 

complicated magnetic structure, it is impossible to use 

Approaches I and II stated above. Fortunately, the exciting 

coil’s loss PE-coil can be accurately calculated based on a 3-D 

transient field solution under complicated excitation. 

Therefore the magnetic loss in magnetic components Piron can 

be determined by the following relation (3), 

solutionfieldtransientDonbasedcalculated

JJ
−− ∫

⋅−= 3

cuΩ

loadoniron dv
σ

PP   (3) 

Note that the second term of (3) is for the calculation of the 

total loss of the exciting coil, PE-coil, including the eddy current 

loss and resistive loss caused in the exciting coil[13]. The 

relation (3) can now be used to indirectly determine the 

magnetic losses inside complex structures under extreme 

excitations. 

3. Magnetic Loss in Solid Components 

under Multi-Harmonic Excitation 

In this Section, the magnetic losses inside the solid 

components under multi-harmonics excitations are evaluated 

based on an upgraded benchmark model, P21
0
-B

+
 [12,13]. 

3.1. Magnetic Property Modeling of Magnetic Steel under 

Harmonic Excitation 

The specific total loss of the magnetic steel plate has been 

measured under multi-harmonic excitations by using ring 

specimens [14], and two specimens prepared for comparing 

magnetic properties between different ring sizes. The 

conductivity of the magnetic steel (Q235B), σ=5.7895×10
6
 

S/m, and the dimensions of the two ring specimens (RS1 and 

RS2) are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Dimensions of ring specimens. 

Specimens 
Inner diameters 

(mm) 

Outer Diameters 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

RS1 330 400 10 

RS2 430 500 10 

The multi-harmonic voltage supply U is defined in (4), 

4

1

1

sin[(2 1) ]m k

k

U U c k tω
=

= −∑             (4) 

where Um1 is the peak value of the fundamental voltage, and 

ck=1, 0.3, 0.5,0.4 as k=1,2,3,4, respectively. The waveforms 

of multi-harmonic supply are shown in Fig.1. 
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(b) 

Figure 1. Multi-harmonic supply, (a) waveform of multi-harmonic voltage, 

(b) waveform of multi-harmonic current. 

The block diagram of the circuit for measuring the magnetic 

properties, where the components include multifunction 

generator, WF1974, precision power amplifier, 4520/4520A, 

NF, power analyzer, WT3000, Yokogawa, and multi-channel 

temperature recorder, TP700, Toprie Electronic, are shown in 

Fig.2. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Measurement of magnetic properties using ring specimens under 

multi-harmonics (a) block diagram of the circuit; (b) ring specimens(RS1 & 

RS2). 

The measured average specific total loss curves, Wav-Bm, 

with 3
rd

, 5
th

 and 7
th

 harmonics, using two ring specimens, are 

shown in Fig.3. A minor difference can be seen at higher flux 

densities. 
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Figure 3. Average specific total loss curve under multi-harmonic 

excitation(Q235B). 

The DC magnetization curve (Q235B) is used in the 

transient field analysis, as shown in Fig.4, provided by the 

WISCO, Wuhan. 
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Figure 4. DC magnetization curve (Q235B). 

3.2. Upgraded TEAM Model and Loss Evaluation 

3.2.1. Upgraded TEAM Benchmark Model 

Three decades ago, the TEAM benchmarking activities, 

now under the ICS (International Compumag Society) 

control, started to spread worldwide and has played a 

significant role in the progress of computational 

electromagnetic, especially for the validation of 

electromagnetic analysis methods. The engineering-oriented 

TEAM Problem 21 family, with a great deal of industrial 

involvement, is well established and has evolved 

significantly over time[13,15,16]. It is still being improved to 

deal with modeling and simulation under extreme excitations, 

making it very useful for both the development and the 

validation of more efficient analysis methods. 

To model higher saturation levels, by increasing the 

excitation, or to use more complex excitation waveforms, the 

upgraded benchmark model P21
0
-B

+
 , based on the original 

member model P21
0
-B of Problem 21 family, has two 

leakage flux generators (E-coils 1 and 2) and two leakage 

flux compensators (C-coils 1 and 2) [12,13], and the 

magnetic plate (Q235B, size: 10×500×1000mm), as shown in 

Fig.5. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. Loss measurement with upgraded E-coil and moveable C-coils 

(P210-B+), (a) on-load case with magnetic plate, (b) no-load case with 

leakage flux compensation but without magnetic component. 

3.2.2. Loss Evaluation 

The total loss of the entire test model, P21
0
-B

+
, is 

measured under multi-harmonic excitations; the 

measurement system is shown in Fig.6. 

The loss caused in the air-core exciting coils of model 

P21
0
-B

+
, without the magnetic plate, is calculated based on a 

3-D transient field solution under either only sinusoidal or 

multi-harmonic excitations. The 3-D FE model of the 

exciting coil, using MagNet, Infolytica[13], is shown in 

Fig.7. 

The magnetic loss inside the magnetic plate of P21
0
-B

+
 is 

calculated based on the 3-D transient field solution and the 

measured specific total loss data. 

 

Figure 6. Measurement of magnetic loss in magnetic components under 

multi-harmonic excitation. 

 
Figure 7. 3-D FE model for coil’s eddy current analysis (by MagNet). 
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Table 2. Loss in exciting coil under harmonics excitation. 

Currents (A, rms) 5.0 7.0 9.0 

Loss(W) Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc. 

Psin 16.67 16.76 32.67 32.84 53.97 54.29 

Pharmonic 18.38 19.52 36.04 38.28 59.60 63.28 

 

The measured and calculated loss results in the air-core 

exciting coils of model P21
0
-B

+
 , under the sinusoidal or the 

specified multi-harmonic excitations (as defined in (4)), are 

in practically good agreement. See Table 2. 

The losses generated in the magnetic plate under the 

specified multi-harmonic excitations, as defined in (4), are 

obtained using different methods, i.e., the indirect 

determination based on the measured total loss and the 

calculated coil's loss (i.e., Approach III), and the numerical 

computation method. Both are also in practically good 

agreement. See Table 3. 

Table 3. Loss in magnetic plate under harmonics excitation. 

Currents 

(A, rms) 
5.0 9.0 

Pharmonics 
(W) 

Indirectly 

determined by 
Approach III 

Calc. 

Indirectly 

determined by 
Approach III 

Calc. 

11.07 9.60 34.83 33.12 

3.2.3. Non-Uniformity of Magnetic field and Loss 

According to the numerical computation results, the 

distributions of both the magnetic flux densities and magnetic 

loss in the cross-section of the ring specimens are not 

uniform due to skin effect. See Fig.8. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of magnetic flux densities (Q235B, RS1). 

The heterogeneity, α, of the magnetic flux results inside 

the ring specimens can be expressed by the following relation 

(5), i.e., the standard deviation of the magnetic flux densities 

divided by the average flux density over the cross-section of 

the ring specimen, 

( )2

11

1

n

i a

i

a

B B

=
B n

α =
−

−

∑
              (5) 

where, Ba is the average value over all the magnetic flux 

densities (rms) over the cross section of the specimen; Bi is the 

magnetic flux density (rms) at i
th

 element; n is the total 

number of elements. 

According to (5), the heterogeneity of the magnetic flux 

densities for the ring specimens RS1 under the 

multi-harmonic excitation (including 3
rd

, 5
th

 and 7
th
 

harmonics) is around 0.48, and further examination shows 

that it is dependent on the average flux density and the width 

of the ring specimen. This fact should be considered in the 

accurate modeling and computation of the magnetic loss in 

the solid plate. 

4. Magnetic Loss in Laminated 

Component under Hybrid Excitation 

Smoothing reactors connected in series in HVDC systems 

are used to reduce the AC component and the transient over 

currents. In a magnetically-shielded smoothing reactor, there 

is a magnetic shielding frame outside the air-core winding to 

control the magnetic flux. The leakage flux enters the 

laminated frame from the air-core winding. This is essentially 

different from the usual case of a core-type power transformer. 

In the stray-field loss evaluation in smoothing reactors, the 

measurement of the GO silicon steel material property under 

DC-bias with multiple harmonics, the multi-scale 3-D 

transient electromagnetic field analysis, due to the huge 

overall size of the structure and the very thin penetration depth 

in the magnetic parts, or the large laminated frame, are quite 

challenging. Nevertheless, the modeling and the prediction of 

the stray-field losses have become increasingly important. 

This section investigates efficient numerical and reliable 

experimental approaches to be utilized in predicting the 

stray-field losses in smoothing reactors, including loss 

determination based on a 3-D transient field analysis, the 

measurement of the working magnetic properties under 

DC-bias and multi-harmonics, and validation based on a 

well-established smoothing reactor model and experimental 

system with DC-AC hybrid supply [17]. 

4.1. Loss Calculation Inside the Shielding Frame 

In the smoothing reactor, the air-core exciting current i(t) 

contains a heavy DC and multiple AC harmonics, as shown in 

(6), 

cos( )
DC mk k

k

I I I k tω φ= + ⋅ +∑         (6) 

Where IDC is the DC component of the total exciting current, 

ω , the fundamental angular frequency, and Imk and
k
φ , the 

amplitude and phase angle of the k
th

 harmonic current, 

respectively. 

Fig.9 shows the waveform of the DC-AC hybrid exciting 

currents, as an example, DC: 25A, and AC: 9A (rms, the 

rated frequency:50Hz, including 3
rd

, 5
th

 and 
7th

 harmonics). 
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Figure 9. Hybrid exciting currents (DC: 25A; AC:9A,rated frequency: 50Hz, 

rms, including 3 harmonics). 

The total magnetic loss of the laminated frame, Pframe, is 

calculated based on the 3-D transient field solution and the 

measured specific total magnetic loss over different zones, 

i.e., Plimb(Bm,HDC), in the middle section of the limb, Ωlimb, and 

Pcorner(Bm,HDC) in the joint area of the frame, Ωcorner. Using (7), 

the magnetic loss in each element is calculated by 

interpolation, and then summed up for each zone, 
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where V(e), 
(e)

mB , the volume and magnetic flux density of  the 

element e, respectively. 

The MagNet-based scripts [13] are designed and used to 

compute the total loss in laminated frame. 

4.2. Measurement of Working Magnetic Properties under 

Hybrid Excitation 

In order to investigate the non-uniform specific total losses 

inside the shielding frame of a smoothing reactor under hybrid 

excitation, an efficient measurement method by means of two 

laminated core frames has been developed[13,18]. The two 

core frames, referred to as CF 1 and CF 2, are made of the 

same GO silicon steel, using the same joint type (multi-step 

lap), with the same lamination thickness and width, but 

different length; in fact, CF 2 is a scaled-down version of CF 1. 

The two core frames have different active volume(or mass), 

ma1 and ma2, respectively. See Fig.10. 

Two assumptions are made: 1) the magnetic field and loss 

distribution over the corner regions of both CF 1 and CF 2 are 

identical, despite the difference in the length of the limbs in 

the two frames; 2) the magnetic field and loss are uniform over 

the middle section of each limb. 

In order to realize the two assumptions, it is important to 

keep the identity of the magnetic flux density and the magnetic 

field intensity by DC inside both CF 1 and CF 2 under DC-AC 

hybrid excitations. 

The specific magnetization loss, over the indicated uniform 

zones of the core limbs, can be determined from the difference 

between the absolute power losses Pframe1 and Pframe2, obtained 

from CF 1 and CF 2, respectively, and the corresponding total 

mass of the uniform zone, (ma1-ma2), implying that the frame 

corners have no effect on Wu as expressed by (8), 

1 2

1 2

frame frame

u

a a

P P
W

m m

−

=

−

              (8) 

According to the assumptions made above, the total loss 

and volume (or mass) of the four corner regions of CF 1 are in 

fact equivalent to those of CF 2. Therefore, the average 

specific total loss in the non-uniform region, Wnu, can be 

determined from the absolute total power loss, measured from 

CF 2 (Pframe2), and the corresponding active mass at the 4 

corners of the total non-uniform regions of CF-1, mcorners, as 

shown in (9), 

fra m e2 fra m e2

n u

co rners a2

P P
W

m m
= =             (9) 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 10. Measurement of magnetic property by using two core-frames, (a) 

dimensions of core-frames, and the numbers within parentheses ( ) show the 

dimensions of CF 2; (b) tow core frames, CF1 and CF2(photos). 

The specific total loss curves measured at different DC-bias 

levels, described by Hdc, are shown in Fig.11. It can be 

observed that the specific total loss increases with the DC 

component of the total exciting currents, and the specific 

total losses at the corner zones (as expressed by Wnu) are 

greater than those (as expressed by Wu) at the middle of the 

frame's limb.  

 

Figure 11. Specific total loss curves measured by two core frames (30Q140). 

As mentioned above, the DC magnetization curve can be 

used in DC-bias transient filed analysis. Fig.12 shows the DC 

magnetization curve of GO silicon steel 30Q140, provided by 

WISCO, Wuhan. 
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Figure 12. DC Magnetization curve (30Q140). 

4.3. Smoothing Reactor Model and Measurements 

4.3.1. Smoothing Reactor Model 

The smoothing reactor model consists of an air-core elliptic 

exciting coil and the square laminated frame, CF 1, as used in 

the measurement of the magnetic property. See Fig.13. The 

main specification parameters of the exciting coil are: number 

of turns, 408; size of copper wire, 3×9mm; conductivity of 

wire, σ=5.7143×10
7
 S/m. 

 
Figure 13. Smoothing reactor model. 

4.3.2. Loss Measurements under Hybrid Excitations 

The block diagram of the circuit used for measuring the 

stray-field loss, shown in Fig.14(a), includes the components: 

smoothing reactor model, multifunction generator (WF1974), 

precision power amplifier (4520/4520A), DC power supply 

(DH 400-37), NF Co., power analyzer (WT-3000, Yokogawa), 

Gauss/Teslameter (Model 7010, F.W.Bell), and multi-channel 

temperature recorder (TP700, Toprie Electronic). See 

Fig.14(b). 
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 (b) 

Figure 14. Measurement of stray-field loss in frame under hybrid excitations.(a) block diagram of the circuit; (b) experimental apparatus. 

 

Figure 15. 3D FE model of air-core exciting coil.D 

4.4. Results and Discussions 

4.4.1. Total Loss of the Air-Core Exciting Coil 

The total loss in the single air-core exciting coil, without the 

laminated frame, including both the eddy current and resistive 

loss, is measured using the power analyzer (WT3000, 

Yokogawa) and calculated using the FEA software (MagNet, 

Infolytica) under different excitations, including single and 

hybrid power supply. The solved finite element model, 1/8th 

of the whole coil, is shown in Fig.15. The corresponding coil’s 

loss results are shown in Table 4. 

The agreement between the calculated and measured loss 

results shows that the total loss of the air-core exciting coil can 

be accurately and numerically calculated under either single or 

hybrid excitations. 

In order to further verify the coil’s loss computation based 

on 3-D transient field solution, the leakage flux densities at the 

specified positions of the exciting coil, surrounded by the 

laminated frame and excited by DC-AC hybrid supply with 3 

harmonics, i.e., DC:15A, AC: 9A(rms), rated frequency 50Hz, 

with 3
rd

, 5
th

 and 7
th

 harmonics, have been measured (by 

Gauss/Teslameter 7010, F.W.Bell, AC/DC can shift) and 

DC power supply Multi-function generator Power analyzer 

Smoothing reactor model 

Power amplifier 
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calculated (by MagNet, Infolytica), as shown in Fig.16. The 

agreement between the calculated and measured results 

demonstrates that the leakage flux linked with the exciting coil 

and then the induced eddy current loss can be accurately 

calculated under such complex excitation. 

Table 4. Loss in air-core elliptic exciting coil. 

Cases Excitations Calc.(W) Meas. (W) 

I 20.0A (DC) 119.03 118.57 

II 20.0A(AC) 127.06 126.99 

III 20.0(DC), 6.9A(AC) 126.88 125.29 

* IV 
15A (DC) 

9A(AC, multiple harmonics, rms) 
94.65 94.32 

* V 
20A (DC) 

9A(AC, multiple harmonics, rms) 
147.96 147.28 

* VI 
25A (DC) 

9A(AC, multiple harmonics, rms) 
217.22 215.02 

Note: *Cases IV-VI, under DC-AC hybrid excitation with multiple harmonics 

(AC: fundamental with 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic current components, rms). 
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(b) 

Figure 16. Leakage flux densities under hybrid excitations. (a) measured 

and calculated leakage flux densities; (b) specified measurement positions. 

All the results presented herein provide a basic guarantee 

for the exciting coil’s loss analysis. This is crucially important 

for indirect determination of component loss. 

4.4.2. Stray-Field Loss inside the Laminated Frame 

As described in Section II, the magnetic loss inside the 

laminated frame can be obtained using the two methods, i.e., 

using Approaches III and a numerical solver. The loss results 

involving 6 cases of DC-AC hybrid excitations are shown in 

Table 5, which are in practically good agreement. 

Table 5. Loss in smoothing reactor model. 

Exciting currents (A) 
Coil’s loss 

(W) 

Total loss 

(W) 
Loss in frame (W) 

Cases AC DC Pexcitation Ptotal Calcu. 
Approach 

III 

I 15 15 142.94 143.82 0.77 0.88 

II 15 18 178.29 179.24 0.87 0.95 

III 20 15 200.19 201.64 1.33 1.45 

IV 13 15 123.94 124.96 0.99 1.02 

*V 9 20 147.10 148.02 0.85 0.92 

*VI 13 20 177.50 178.63 1.07 1.13 

Notes: 1) Cases I-IV, DC+AC (only fundamental current without harmonics); 

2)*Cases V-VI, under DC-AC hybrid excitation with multiple harmonics (AC: 

fundamental with 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic current components, rms). 

The leakage flux densities normal to the laminations of the 

frame of smoothing reactor model have been measured and 

calculated at specified positions by the authors and reported 

elsewhere. The results suggest that the additional magnetic 

loss caused by such lower normal leakage flux can be 

neglected in the smoothing reactor model used in this paper.  

4.4.3. Further Research Works 

Until now the magnetic losses in both the solid and 

laminated components are evaluated using DC-AC hybrid 

supply at the lower excitation level. 

Further examinations of the loss behavior inside both the 

solid and laminated components under much stronger hybrid 

excitations, and the effects of various factors on the total and 

local losses under complex excitations will be undertaken by 

the authors, including the magnetic anisotropy, the minor 

loops, the harmonic phase angles in the laminated 

components, and the multi-steel configuration in solid 

components.    

5. Conclusion 

The multi-scale 3-D transient modeling and analysis, the 

measurement of working magnetic properties of both 

material and component, the determination of magnetic loss 

under multi-harmonic and/or DC-basing excitation, and the 

experimental validation have been carried out, which can be 

briefly summarized as follows: 

1) The magnetic loss inside both the solid and laminated 

components are calculated based on the 3-D transient field 

solution, using the developed scripts, and the specially 

measured specific total loss data obtained from the 

non-standard excitations. 

2) The experimental and numerical method used for 

determining the exciting coil's loss under extreme excitations 

are realized. This provides the confident verification for 

finally determining the loss inside magnetic components. 
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3) All the developed numerical and experimental 

approaches are validated, which can be effectively used in 

magnetic loss evaluation under extreme excitations. 

4) The non-uniformity of the magnetic field and loss 

caused in solid plate configurations due to considerable skin 

effect, or in the laminated frame due to lamination-joints, 

must be taken into account for accurately determining the 

magnetic loss, under extreme excitation. 

As a further research project, the magnetic property 

modeling under strong hybrid excitations, the detailed 

examinations of various effects on magnetic losses, and the 

efficient large-scale numerical modeling and simulation will 

be undertaken based on the upgraded models and enhanced 

experimental systems.  
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